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Mansioncasino.comin Australia offers numerous games of online blackjack and players of all
levels can enjoy. Check out different variations of online blackjack now!
Check Out New Types of Blackjack
Our online casino blackjack game menu features a great number of different variations of this
classic game. These new versions introduce new rules and exciting opportunities to increase
your online blackjack fun-factor and earning potential! Below are some of our favourites, 21
Duel Blackjack and Lucky Blackjack.
21 Duel Blackjack
Mansioncasino.com's 21 Duel takes the classic game of Blackjack and ups the ante. Like the
original Blackjack, you want the sum of your cards to be as close to 21 as possible, but it gives
it a twist so that every time you play you have a better shot at winning the jackpot!
So how does one duel?
21 Duel Blackjack works like any Mansioncasino.com game, such as Craps, Aussie slots
machines
or
Roulette, where you start by placing your bets. In this version of the game, one card will be
facing you and the other will be facing down. The dealer's two cards are dealt facing the table
and two more cards will be placed faced up in the middle of the table. The two cards in the
middle of the table are called "community cards."
Now's when the action begins!
It's up to you to fold or to let the thrills continue and play. By folding, you quit that round and
have to give up the money you bet but if you continue playing you have a second bet, and a
chance to make a lot more money.
If you've decided to show your swordsmanship, and are continuing to play, then you will have
to place a second bet. Now, it's up to you which one of the "community cards" to pick up and
add two your hand. Once you have those three cards, you can choose if you want a "hit" or if
you don't want any more cards and want to "stand." Once you make your decision, the game
returns to being like regular Blackjack, as you win if you have the highest cards closest to 21;
and if you go over 21, you have "busted" and have lost that round of cards. Players always
reveal their cards before the Dealer.
Lucky Blackjack
Lucky Blackjack is an entirely different type of blackjack in that there are no cards dealt to the
player. Only the dealer is dealt cards, and it’s your job to guess the total value of the dealer’s
cards. It couldn’t be simpler to play this game: simply place your bet and guess the dealer’s
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card value. Then you will be paid out according to the following pay table:
• 17 pays out 5:1
• 18 and 19 pay out 6:1
• 20 pays out 4:1
• 21 pays out 12:1
• Bust pays out 2:1
• Blackjack pays out 19:1
Have fun exploring the modern blackjack games at Mansioncasino.com in Australia!
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